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QUESTION 1

The business has been informed of a suspected breach of customer data. The internal audit team, in conjunction with
the legal department, has begun working with the cybersecurity team to validate the report. To which of the following
response processes should the business adhere during the investigation? 

A. The security analysts should not respond to internal audit requests during an active investigation 

B. The security analysts should report the suspected breach to regulators when an incident occurs 

C. The security analysts should interview system operators and report their findings to the internal auditors 

D. The security analysts should limit communication to trusted parties conducting the investigation 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

During an incident investigation, a security analyst discovers the web server is generating an unusually high volume of
logs The analyst observes the following response codes: 

1.

 20% of the logs are 403 

2.

 20% of the logs are 404 

3.

 50% of the logs are 200 

4.

 10% of the logs are other codes 

The server generates 2MB of logs on a daily basis, and the current day log is over 200MB. 

Which of the following commands should the analyst use to identify the source of the activity? 

A. cat access_log Igrep " 403 " 

B. cat access_log Igrep " 200 " 

C. cat access_log Igrep " 100 " 

D. cat access_log Igrep " 4 04 " 

E. cat access_log Igrep " 204 " 

Correct Answer: B 
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QUESTION 3

An organization subscribes to multiple third-party security intelligence feeds. It receives a notification from one of these
feeds indicating a zero-day malware attack is impacting the SQL server prior to SP 2. The notification also indicates that
infected systems attempt to communicate to external IP addresses on port 2718 to download additional payload. After
consulting with the organization\\'s database administrator, it is determined that there are several SQL servers that are
still on SP 1, and none of the SQL servers would normally communicate over port 2718. Which of the following is the
BEST mitigation step to implement until the SQL servers can be upgraded to SP 2 with minimal impact to the network? 

A. Create alert rules on the IDS for all outbound traffic on port 2718 from the IP addresses if the SQL servers running
SQL SP 1 

B. On the organization\\'s firewalls, create a new rule that blocks outbound traffic on port 2718 from the IP addresses of
the servers running SQL SP 1 

C. Place all the SQL servers running SP 1 on a separate subnet On the firewalls, create a new rule blocking
connections to destination addresses external to the organization\\'s network 

D. On the SQL servers running SP 1, install vulnerability scanning software 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

An analyst is searching a log for potential credit card leaks. The log stores all data encoded in hexadecimal. Which of
the following commands will allow the security analyst to confirm the incident? 

A. cat log xxd -r -p | egrep \\' [0-9] {16} 

B. egrep \\'(3(0-9)) (16) \\' log 

C. cat log | xxd -r -p egrep \\'(0-9) (16)\\' 

D. egrep \\' (0-9) (16) \\' log | xxdc 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

During the threal modeling process for a new application that a company is launching, a security analyst needs to define
methods and items to take into consideralion. Whitch of the following are part of a known threat modeling method? 

A. Threat profile, infrastructure and application vulnerabilities, security strategy and plans 

B. Purpose, objective, scope, (earn management, cost, roles and responsibilities 

C. Spoofing tampering, repudiation, information disclosure, denial of service elevation of privilege 

D. Human impact, adversary\\'s motivation, adversary\\'s resources, adversary\\'s methods 

Correct Answer: C 
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